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Street
Benches

Stone street furniture doesn’t have to be heavy and bulky. It can be sleek
and modern but still be able to withstand the elements — rain, sun, sleet,
snow, or more. Jonite’s versatile panels make the perfect site furnishing
such as street benches.

GENERAL

PRODUCT

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Street furniture plays a ubiquitous part
in street design. When deciding on what
type of site furnishing and where to place
them, landscape architects not only have
to consider aesthetics and functionality.
The impact the street furniture has on
road safety, pedestrian mobility, and the
city’s visual identity is also essential.

Sturdy & ergonomic
Extreme load-bearing strength
Customisable logos and designs
Low heat absorption

LOADING
A growing movement in architecture is to provide green
spaces as a counterbalance to modern city skylines. Architects

SPECIFICATIONS

have a fine line to tread between the balance of nature and
modern architecture. Public areas such as parks are the
perfect stages to accomplish this goal- and what better
way to add a further touch of life through natural stone site
furnishing?
Jonite’s Banco street bench is a natural extension of our
existing line of grates and panels. This new line of site
furnishing offers a unified look throughout your design, from
drainage grates to street furniture.
Our Banco street benches are created to be ergonomic and
versatile. Come in fully knock-down or pre-assembled systems
to accommodate standard or customised components while
being sturdy and cost-effective. Our R&D team worked
towards a vision of sleek and modern designs, breaking the
mould of large and heavy stone street benches.
Easily add creative and beautiful touches through the creation
of unique designs featuring a corporate insignia or municipal
logo on the panel-grate, giving an exclusive identity to the
parks or commercial open spaces.
If you would like to go beyond street benches, our
experienced R&D team can work with you to create
custom street furniture and site furnishings for imaginative
applications. Refreshing, exciting, and unified reinforced stone

Philosophy

Custom Design on Panel Grates

The Banco Series is created using contemporary,

The Banco Benches can easily create exclusive designs

ergonomic and versatile designs of structure elements

representing a corporate insignia or municipal logo on

such as pedestals and panels using various Jonite

the panel-grate, giving a unique identity to parks or

creative panels. Customisable with unlimited colours,

commercial open spaces.

patterns & textures.
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finishes in unexpected places will create a new depth in your
designs.
At least 30% of our Banco street furniture is made of recycled
products: this is our way of contributing to a green and
sustainable environment.
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5KN
Strictly for seating application
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COLLECTION

BR

The BR series consists of street benches with ergonomic
backing designed for the comfort of users. Available in
2-seater or 3-seater standard configurations.

COLLECTION

SS

The SS series comprises of benches without backing, to
provide uninterrupted sightlines, bringing the spotlight onto
the natural surroundings. Available in 2 seating configurations.

21110

BR 300-2 SEATER

21112

SS 210-2 SEATER

Dimension

1150L x 823W x 780mmH

Dimension

1150L x 638W x 447mmH

21111

BR 300-3 SEATER

21113

SS 210-3 SEATER

Dimension

1700L x 823W x 780mmH

Dimension

1700L x 638W x 447mmH
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